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ABSTRACT

Over the decades, there has been an emphasis on the importance of peace education for improving culture of peace in society. The effect of this is very much important and attached to classroom settings in education, because classroom settings in a culture of peace situation have created an enabling environment for stakeholders to get engaged in activities, that are geared towards building positive peace. It indicated that peace education creates conducive environments to meet the emotional, social, and intellectual needs of diverse groups of individuals interested in empowering themselves. The emphasis on classroom settings and peace education is based on the fact that these two areas are inseparable aspects of culture of peace. No culture of peace is truly progressive without the universal principles of peace building.

INTRODUCTION

Peace and peace education are important today because of the proliferation of competitive economy and knowledge. Yet, without any valid reason, violence and conflicts among ethnic groups, countries or nations has become very common. While advances in digital communication may account for this, the main reason is the absence of peace education and a culture of peace. Thus, peace and education